
BLEND SUPPLY JOINS THE RUPES USA 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK

RUPES Field Application 
Specialist, Alberto Quiroscabrera, 
implementing solutions for a key 

Blend Supply aerospace client.

“Adding the impressive and highly efficient RUPES line, we know 
our customers will greatly benefit.” -Clint Broadie, President of Blend Supply Supply

As RUPES sanding and polishing systems push further into the industrial and aerospace 
world, specialized distribution partners such as Blend Supply are instrumental for success.

RUPES is excited to announce that Blend Supply has joined the RUPES Authorized Distributor 
Network. As a full-service distributor of industrial and MRO supplies with extensive experience in the 
industrial, marine, and military markets the impact Blend Supply will have on the RUPES presence 
in these spaces is expected to be immediate and substantial. 

Blend Supply is proud to have the solution-focused RUPES systems as a part of their specialized 
catalog, and as a company with 75 years’ experience servicing aviation clients the Blend Supply team 
was immediately attracted to the innovative and efficient system-based solutions for their discerning 
client base. “RUPES being an industry leader in tool and compound manufacturing gives Blend the 
right partner in improving our customer’s processes” says Clint Broadie, President of Blend Supply. 
“Adding the impressive and highly efficient RUPES line, we know our customers will greatly benefit.” 

RUPES USA CEO, Rob Volkert, echoed Clint’s sentiments. “Where others provide products, Blend 
Supply looks to provide their customers with complete finishing solutions. Their 
knowledgeable and resourceful team provides customers with exceptional service 
and high-quality product lines, with RUPES being their newest offering. Blend 
Supply’s customer focus aligns well with RUPES USA business philosophies.”

In late 2021 RUPES hosted a team of key technical trainers and 
subject matter experts from Blend Supply at their state-of-the-
art BigFoot Academy. The focus of the multi-day session was 
to provide an in-depth technical training and strategic planning 
as the two companies begin to work together in the field. As of 
this release the Blend and RUPES teams have visited several 
aviation and aerospace companies with a high-degree of success 
in these specialized applications.



A PARTNER FOR POLISHING
RUPES IS A SOLUTIONS COMPANY, specializing in helping manufacturers in several industries solve their 
finishing challenges with system-based approaches. Every project is treated like a consultation where the 
RUPES technical specialists evaluate the current process, identify oppoortunies for improvement, and work 
side-by-side with the customer to implement the process. At RUPES we’re not just trying to sell you the 
latest polishing compound or a new pad. Our team is invested in the idea of providing solutions and solving 
problems for our clients.

The teams from Blend 
Supply and RUPES 

have worked together 
extensively to identify  the 
specific technical surface 
correction  challenges of 

the aerospace industry. 
Using their combined 
experience they have 

developed system based 
approaches to efficiently 
solve these challanges. 

WE’RE NOT JUST ANOTHER COMPOUND AND POLISH VENDOR. RUPES IS . . . 

RUPES USA 
Louisville, Colorado - USA
Tel.: (877) 224 - 5750
Online at www.rupesusa.com

About Blend Supply
Blend Supply is a full-service distributor of coatings, 
industrial and MRO supplies with deep industry expertise 
serving the aerospace, industrial, marine and military 
markets. As they celebrate 75 years in aviation, it is clear 
why a growing number of people in the industries they 
represent choose Blend Supply. With a full-service team 
providing customer service and on-site technical assistance. 
Blend Supply offers next day delivery options for most of the 
country from our many distribution centers across the U.S.

About RUPES
RUPES is a family-owned and operated company founded in 
Milan, Italy, in 1947. Since its inception, RUPES’ commitment 
to product innovation and quality manufacturing has defined 
the company as a worldwide benchmark manufacturer of 
professional electric and pneumatic tools, accessory items, 
and vacuum sanding systems. With complete manufactur-
ing, sales, and technical support based in the USA since 
2015, the US division of RUPES is uniquely positioned to sup-
port customers and distribution partners in North America. 

Blend Supply 
Fort Worth, Texas - USA
Tel.: (855) 529 - 7735
Online at www.blendsupply.com


